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"" SUMMIARY

This research identifies the uncertain major nuclear effects

and assesses -the feasibility of collecting data on a tacLlcal nu-

clear battlefield to assist in clarkfying tnese uncertainties.

Where collection was feasible, we evaluated the immediate and near-

term operational benefits of reducing the uncertainty. For uncer-

tainties that passed both tests (data collection feasibility and

operational benefit), we devised plans for collecting the data,

analyzing it, and disseminating the analysis to users.

M, From discussions with Science Application Inc., who are plan-

ning for underground testing, and w'th Stanford Research Institute,

who are plannifig for test readiness, the major uncertairties are:

* Effects of low airburst precursor.

* Effects of blast and ground shock from surface and

shallow underground bursts.

• Effects of combined thermal- and blast effects on
equipment.

* Effects of dust clouds on communications and radar.
-Volume of fireball causing interference to radar

and communications.

• Correlations among visible -bast damage, casuaLties,

i - and: equipment damage.

Human response versus time as a function of radiation

4 dose.
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* Effects of multiple injuries (blast, thermal, and

radiation:)_.

* Radiation from vent stem from shallow to deep subsur-
face bursts.

* Adequacy of fallout prediction system.

* Loss of effectiveness of U.S.--units-by type as a

function of percentage of casualties.

o Same for enemy units.

A. Wars Involving-U.S. Forces

We investigated the means that are likely to be available for

collecting nuclear effects data in a tactical nuclear envi-ronment

involving U.S. -forces. This investigation was based on current

organization and- plans. We then analyzed (Section ITI) each of

the listed effects uncertainties to determine:

* The data -required to dispell or reduce the uncer-
tainty.

* The feasibility of collecting :the data.

• The immediate operational befiefdts of dispelling the

-uncertainty.
t

In six cases, it was judged feasible to collet, th necessery

data. There also appeared to -be a- st-gnificant inmodiate operational

benefit -from reducing the uncertainty involved. These were -to:

* Develop- human response- versus time as a function of
radiation dose.

Percent casualties that would preven~t mission performance-

2



I)etermine effects of multiple injuries to per-
sonnel.

Deterwmine loss of effectiveness of U.S. units as
a function of casualties.

* Detexmine adequacy of current fallout prediction
system.

* Determine combined thermal and blast effects on
aircraft.

Determine loss of effectiveness of enemy units as
a function of casualties.

Collection of data on these uncertainties requires the following

positive actions:

. .Issue gamma neutron dosimeters which will cover
the dose range of interest to selected troops

(eog., every third or fourth man). A small inex-

pensive type is described in- Section III.

* Provid- selected NBC personnel at all echelons

-with concise questionnaires so that, if the situa-
-tion permitted, they could be sent to interrogate
survivors of U.S. units- who had suffered high- radia-
tion doses and/or multipTc injuries.

Dev-lop report procedures from division and/or brigade
'OCs to corps CBRE of casualties sustained, equipment
lost, and recent experiences for units declared combat
ineffective.

Develop division CBRC report procedures to corps CBRE
for cases where significant fallout occurred- outside
of the predicted danger areas.

*-Instrument aircraft with plastic or paint strip that

2k_-1: indicate thermal exposure by change of color
and with deformation type pressure gauge that wil-l

record integrated pressure.1
3-
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Develop a lIJst of special items to be observed and

reported by units attacking enemy forces supported
by n-rclear fires. These will pertain to enemy units

becoming ineffective.

* Develop special questions for POW interrogators that
will seek to determine casualties and damage sus-

tained by enemy units that become combat ineffective.

Prepare iLl-in-the-blank type messages directing

changes in the service weapons employment manuals

(e.g., Army Field Manual 01-31), which could be dis-

patched to all units in the event findings regarding

effects uncertainties required a change in employment

planning or procedures.

It would be advantageous to have -the collected data analyzed

at the Corps CBREI since they are moderately close to the data

sources; this would also provide redundancy (there are currently

two U.S. corps in Europe). An exception is that data relating to

the vulnerability of USAF aircraft should be analyzed at the Direct

Air Support Center (DASC). Findings on -most uncertainties should

be cross-checked among corps CBREs and with Army CBRE and., f they

appear valid, should be disseminated v-ia- the preplanned messages

to all TOCs, DASCs, and FSCCs involved -n nuclear planning or tar-

geting. Any findings on aircraft vulnerability to combined blast

and thermal effects should also be -reported to all USAF and= Army

units operating, controlling, or requesting aircraft.

B. Wars InvoLving Non-U. S. Forces

Sectioons II) III, and IV of this report cover wars involving

U.S. forces. Section V covers wars in which the United States is

not involved. In -the latter investigation we assume (1) that a

4
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tactical nuclear war has been concluded between two (or more)

lesser nuclear powers and (-21 that the United States has been al-

lowed to send a team of observers to that nuclear arena. The ques-

tion is "Whai could the U.S. team learn about -the uncertainties

that wculd be of significant benefit?"

Colilection of data on many of them would require instrumenta-

tion that would probably not be present on foreign battlefields.

In cases where the United States is providing miltary assistance

to potential participants, kt might be possihle -to incorporate

some instrumentation in the equipment being furnished.

Howe ver even with no instrumentation some useful observations

could be made:

-Medical officers might provide data on tile frequency
of combined blast and burn injury and on the -typical
casualty rates. By the time the U.S. team arrived
on the scene, some symptoms of radiatior would prob-
ably have been diagnosed, giving approximate received

doses; hence, there might be some data on the fre-

quency of toto-l combined injury.

* Discussions with operational commanders and staff
could provide dala on the loss of unit effectiveness

as a function of pexcentage of casuali-es.

5 • Tf the battlefield had not be,-n policed and if a
collaborating forimer participant would--disclose

where specific yields had been used, t might be
I! possible to reconstruct the scene and glean useful

data on the vulnerability of certain equipment -to
-, blast. Even x'thout col?-aboration, an analysis of

Tesidual neutron induced radiation could provide an

estimate of weapon -ye-ld arid ground zexo (GZ).

I. 5
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Prior planning would be most important in attempting to col-

lect information from someone else's war. -Hence, a study should

be made -to examine:

* The likely areas of occurrence and- differing degrees

of cooperation that U.S. personnel might encounter.
The key personnel who should be -ques-toned, their

attitudes toward the United States and the questions
to be asked.

The number of observers desired- their qualifications,
and -the required training.

, The instruments and other equipment -needed and re-
-quirements for stockpiling.

.11
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PREFACE

This--research- was per-formed to identify impor-tant

uncertainties in tactical nuclear warfare, to devise

methods for -co-11ecting battlefield data on these -uncertain-

ties and Kto zpropose -plans and procedures for co-1-ecting,

evaluating and -disseminating the data to importaitmusers.

The work -was- a scoping -ef fort which has -provided-. some

insights- that should stimulate thoughts in this aa. The

views and=-conc-lusions contained in-this document atre those

of the authors and- should not be interpreted- as- -necessarily

represeng the official policies, eitherepeso

implied, =of -the Defense Nuclear Agency or -the 0. S; Government.
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I INTRODUCTION

This research identifies the important effects of nuclear

uncertainties, -to assess the feasibility of -collecting battlefielId

data that would:-clarify or dispel those uncertainties, and where

collection of -data from the battlefield was possible and there were

significant benefits) to devise plans for collecting, evaluating,

and disseminating the data. Emphasis was placed on cases where i n-

creased knowledge would -result in more effective weapon employment

with the time span of a very short war.

It was assumed--that any interference -with -the combat effort

would be prohibited, that data collection would require a minimum

of additional equipment, if any, and that the resources devote&

to -this effort -would- be austere.

The originat concept was to collect data on a U.S. battlefie-Id;

However, at the -client's suggestion, a supplemental concept was

added--that of what -could be learned by a team of U.S. observers

visiting the scene of a. tactical nuclear war or battle that did

not involve U.Si fotces.

A
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II EFFECTS DATA AVAILABLE FROM CURRENTLY
PLANNED SYSTEMS

A principal source of burst data (location and yield)- will be

the Nuclear-Biological-Chemial (NBC) reports. * The system based

on -these reports is completely dependent on human observations made

with instruments that are usualy-present on the battlefield (e.g.,

aiming circles and compasses)-i In Appendix A, we present an- anal-

ysiis of the inaccuracies that might -be expected from this- system.

Except when there is a visible crater, the errors in the tocation

of ground zero (GZ) can be on the order of from 100 to 400 meters.t

Height of -burst (HOB) will: be largely unknown--report-ing pro-

cedures distinguish primarily between air and surface bursts. If

the estimated yield- is based- on measurement of cloud diameter, the

error can be on the order of ±50%. If based only on clud: stabili-

j zation altitude, one sigma accuracy will be about +120%, -Q70%.

The army is developing an automatic nuclear burst detection

I system (NBDS). Conceivably such a system could provide burst dataI (GZ, IIOB, and yield)- with suffcient accuracy to dispel certain

-References are listed at the end of the report.

.-By a detailed survey of neutron-induced radiation, or by careful

1,° photo interpretation, GZ ciuld be located to within 50- to 100

meters. -lowever, the basic -approach in -this study is to- see what

could be learned and- used- qWickly. This concept does- not permit

-prolonged, costly redigestion of data.

1- 14
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effects uncertainties (e.g., precursor effects). To avoid classi-

fication of this report, the specified accuracies for burst data

from the NBDS are not given. However, these location accuracies

will not be a substantial improvement over those that might be

possible -with the manual (NBC) system -now in use.

The Army has radiac instruments and is developing improved

ones for monitoring fallout. The issue is generally six to eight

for company-sized units. These instruments can be used for static

monitoring- or for making radiological surveys. Hence, there is

{(and wiIl be) a capability for mofitoring that will hopefully
verify- the accuracy of fallout predictions. There is also a-

fountain-pen-sized dosimeter that wi2ll measure received-radiation

doses of up to 600 rad -(tissue) ganuna either initial gamma -radia-

tion or fallout. The basis of issue is two per platoon. As is

discussed later 600 rad (tissue) gamma excludes important neutron

radiation and does not cover the dose range needed to investigate

radiation related effects uncertainties.

I
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III EVALUATION OF THE FEASIBILITY OF DATA COLLECTION

ON UNCERTAINTIES AND RESULTANT OPERATIONAL BENEFIT

In this section, we (i) list the datazrequired to decrease

uncertainties of effects, (2) evaluate the feasibility of collect-

ing -that data on the -battlefield, and (3) assess the operational

benefit of decreasing -the uncertainty. Findings regarding uncer-

tainties were considered to be of high operational benefit--if they

could significantly change damage criteria. The results of this

evaluation are summarized on Table i.

As was anticipated, in many cases we found that either it

would not be feasible to collect data on the uncertainty or that,

given the data, the tactical benefit would -be small. To emphasize

the positive aspects of the findings, the analyses of those uncer-

tainties that might be decreased with definite tactical benefit

are presented first.

A. Human Response Versus Time as a

Function of _Radiation Dose

The uncertainties about human response as a function of radia-

-tion dose relate to what dose will incapacitate a person in- what

time, the degree of incapacitation, and the time the person is

Damage criteria specifies the level and type of damage that the

-planner seeks to inflict on a target.

16
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TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF UNCERTAINTY ANALYSES

TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF UNCERTAINT ANALYSES

UNCERTAINTIES DATA REQUIRED FEASIBILITY OF COL'

Human response versus time as a func- Chronological description of impairment Feasible, providing troop!
tion of raoiation dose. experienced by a number of men who have with gamma neutron dosime

received a wide range of doses.

Effects of multiple injuries (blast, Chronological description of 'mpairment Feasible, with same provi
thermal, and radiation). experienced by a number of men who have plus a survey team capabl

suffered a range of mixes of multiple ing degree of burns and n
injuries, blast injuries.

Loss of effectiv.ness of U.S. units by Percentage of casualties and recent ex- Feasible--data are availa
-type as a function of percentage of perience of U.S. units declared combat and Div CPs.
casualties. ineffective.

Same -for enemy units. Same as for U.S. units above. Feasibility is doubtful;
important and some data a
POW interrogation.

Combined thermal and blast effects on Calories/cm2 , static and dynamic pres- Possibly feasible, with s
equipment. sures, and damage, mentation on selected equ

Adequacy of fallout prediction Predicted pattern versus pattern actu- FeasiblemCBRC does predi
system. ally experienced, plots actual events from

ports.

Low airburst precursor effects. Burst data (x,y,z, and yield), static Not feasibile--burst data-
and dynamic pressures, pressures would require i

battlefield.

Shock from surface and shallow -under- Burst data, velocities and accelera- Same as above.
-ground bursts. tionsi

-Blast effects from surface and shallow Same as for precursor effects. Same as above
-underground- ursts.

-Effect of dust clouds on communications Reports of interference in presence of Feasible.
and- radar. dust clouds, type and frequency of

equipment.

-Firetall volume causing interference to Measurements by radars of cluttered Feasible.

radar and communications, area, reports of interference in pres-
ence-of fireball, -type and frequency
of equipment.

-Correlation -between visible blast dam- Counts- of -casualties, survivors, and Feasible; however, it wol
age, casualties) and equipment damage. equipment damage with associated dis- significant manpower and

tances from GZ to- outer limit of vic- error potential.
ible-damage.

-Radiation from vent stem from shallow Burst -data and doses -received at a -num- Feasible, assuming eithe
to deep subsurface bursts, ber of points, luminescent dosimeters o

issue dosimeter._A,1



RTAINTY ANALYSES

TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF UNCERTAINTY ANALYSES

DATA RFQIIRED FEASTBILTTY OF COLLECTION OPERATIONAL BKTNEFIT

Logical description of impairment Fuasible, providing -troops are equipped High--could cause significant change in

anced by a number of men who have with gamma neutron dosimeters. damage (or targeting) criteria.
ed a wide range of doses.

logical description of impairment Feasible, with same -roviso as above High--same as above.
•nced by a number of men who have plus a survey team capable of diagnos-
ed a range of mixes of multiple ing degree of burns and nature of basic

blast injuries.

Lage vL casualties and recent ex- Feasible--data are available at Bde and High--could significantly change tar-
ce of U.S. -units declared combat and Div CPs. geting criteria.
ctive.

s for U.S. units above. Feasibility is doubtful; but answer is High--enemy unit response-may differ
important and some data available from from U.S. response
POW interrogation.

_Ss/cr2, static and dynamic pres- Possibly feasible, with special instru- Small to medium--effects on aircraft

and damage. mentation on selected equipment. could require special safety measure-
ments.

ted pattern versus pattern actu- Feasible--CBRC dues prediction and also Small to medium, in unlikely event

xperienced. plots actual events from monitoring re- -that current prediction system is not
ports. sufficiently conservativei

data (xyz, and yield), static Net feasible--burst data inexact and Small
namic pressures. pressures would- require instrumented

battlefield.

data, velocities and accelera- Same as above. Small

s -for precursor effects. Same as above Small

s of interference in presence of Feasible. 8mall--effect is transitory and reme-

louds, type and frequency of dial actions are limited to those pos-

ent. sible within existing nets;

ements by radars of cluttered Feasible. Small to medium--chief -benefit -would
reports of interference in pres- be appreciation of radar -blackout

if fireball, type and frequency problem. Commuunications -impact same

ipment. as -for dust cloud.

of casualties, survivors, and Feasible; howevex, it would require Small--it is doubtful that a battle-

nt damage with associated- dis- significant manpower and there is high field survey would develoip a signifi-
from GZ to outer limit of vis- error potential. cantly different correlation than one

;amage. computed based on EM-I.

-data and doses received at a num.. Feasible, assuming either the thermal Medium--would increase confidence in

-points. luminescent dosimeters or the current troop safety distances.
issue dosimeter.



incapacitated. A cause for the -uncertainty is that most current

data are based on experiments with monkeys and is limited even

there. PredIctions of human response based on monkey response

may have significant error. A chronological description of -the

impairmunt experienced by a number of men who have received a wide

range of doses is required to -fill this void.

Within a- troop unit subjected to or near to a nuclear attack,

there will be considerable differences in the doses teceived, be-

cause of variations in the postures of the men at the time of at-

tack and their distances from GZ- Even men subjected to a dose

causing immediate transient incapacitation* (and ultimately death)

will have a -period of partial recovery. At lesser doses, even

though those doses may ultimately be fatal, there may not be even

a temporary -loss of capability. Ilence, it appears feasible to

interview men who have been exposed to radiation to determine the

time history of their responses.

A major limitation to such an approach is the fact that the

dosimeter now issued to troop units only reads to 600- rad (tissue)

gamma. No -neutron dose is measured. Also, the basis of issue is

two per platoon and, depending on their posture, the doses received-

by tho two men carrying the dosimeters might not be representative

of the entite platoon. Because -of the variances in individual ex-

posures that might occur, it would be desirable to have at least

every third or fourth man i:nstrumented. To overcome these limi-

tations it would be necessary to-have dosimeters that would measure

both gamma and neutron doses an& cover the dose range of interest

*3
An early incapacitation followed by a temporary period of recovery.3

~-18



and to have a representative sample of men instrumented. Any
1

dosimeter that would permit meeting these requirements would suf-

fice. It is known that the U.S. Army has dosimeters under develop-

ment; however details as to cost, size, and range of doses read are

not known. As a matter of interest a small, cheap dosimeter used

by ERDA is described below.

Based on information from a radiological safety expert in the

Hazards Department at Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, it would be

quite simple and cheap (about 20¢ per dosimeter) to equip every

third or fourth man with a -thermal luminescent dosimeter that could
104

read to 10 rad (tissue). The part of the dosimeter that absorbs

the -radiation and provides the reading is a small cylinder of

special material about I mm in diameter and 10 mm long. This cyl

inder could be enclosed -in plastic and hung on a man's dog-tag chain.
Since the cost of these tiny cylinders is insignificant, it woulid

probably be desirable to enclose four cylinders in the plastic case,

thus making a dosimeter set consisting of:

* Two dosimeters -reading gamma dose--one up to 104 and

one up to 103 rad (tissue).

* Two dosimeters reading neutron dose-- same levels as

above.

Supplemental equipment is heeded to read a dosimeter, but it is

packageable in- a size about as big as a cased- typewriter and could

readily -be used in the field. -Because the actual reading must -be

taken at a site remote from the wearer of the dosimeter (and be-

cause the cost is small)-, it would be desirable to have replacer

ment dosimeter sets available. This would permit detaching one

set -for -reading and leaving a new unexposed- one with the man.
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Given ganm neutron dosimeters, it appears feasible to collect

data on the variation of disability -with time as a -function of dose.

Doctrine requires that irradiated- personnel continue to fight until.

too sick to do so. Ultimately, however, the men- who have received

high doses and survived, at least temporarily, may -be evacuated to

an aid station or collected in a- holding area, probably near an aid

station. More often than not the tactical situation may preclude

any attempt -to interview survivors. However, interviewing a huge

sample of cases is probably not -necessary. With some additional

training and--with -the provision of a questionnaire, the NBC person-

nel at company, battalion, and--brigade -could be used to -interview

survivors. The questionnaires would be similar to the one shown

in Table 2. If data were being collected on -radiation effects only,

the interviewers would have to -be careful -to confine their examina-

tions to men who had suffered -nly radiation exposure--avoiding men

suffering from multiple effects.* The time history of the impair-

ment experienced by a- man who -has suffered both -burns and an initial

radiation dose cannot be used as an input to a study of the impair-

ment caused by radiation alone-. A questionnaire -would be filled out

for each man interviewed and a--dosimeter or a- -reading considered

representative would be attached to a group -of questionnaires. De-

pending on the time lapse since the burst, the interview team might

need to -remain- at the -aid station or holding area- for some time to

observe and note the onset of delayed responses. The NBC personnel

* The next part of this section -covers collection of data- on -the

effects of-multiple injuries. If this were done the data coi-

lection woui.ld cover both radIation response ands-multiple injuries.

The difficutty in finding radiation-only casualties suggests that

examining nuIltiple injuries wou-ld be preferable.
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would return to their bases, the dosimeters would be read (probably

at brigade), and the dose recorded on the appropriate questionnaire.

TABLE 2. ILLUSTRATIVE QUESTIONNAIRE
FOR INTERVIEWING RADIATION VICTIMS

Were you ever unconscious?

If so, do you know how long?

Were you nauseated or did you vomit after the attack?

How long?

Were you dizzy- or unstable?

Did you notice any other specific debilitations?

Were you burned= or injured by the blast?

In the period iummediately following the attack did you- notice any
impairment of your ability to perform any of -the following func-
tions; if so, -how long did the impairment last?

NATURE DURATION

FUNCTION OF PROBLEM TIME

Fire a rifle or carbine

Operate crew served weapon

Use =binoculars or other

surveillance device

Drive a vehicle or tank

Read a map

Operate a radio

Did you observe impairments such as the above in others?

Who and nature?
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The qucs nnaes ould then be analyzed to detrwiiie what

doses would cause:

* Immediate permanent incapacitation for demanding

tasks.

* I nediate transient incapacitation (and time dura-

tion).

* No incapacitation.

If the sample of men interviewed was adequate, variances could also

be determined.

The development of reliable data on the time variance of human

capabilities as a function-of dose could have great operational

benefit. For -example, -Ef it was discovered that a particular level

of incapacitation cou-dbe achieved with 2000 rad (tissue) in con-

trast to, say, 8000 rd- -(tissue), -the yield used- could be decreased

by about a factor of -four. in some cases this could be achieved

by using a smaller yieId=Option within a single weapon system; in

other cases this could-be achieved by using a different, smaller

weapon system. Use of the smaller yield- would reduce collateral

damage and would permit an-attack on targets closer to our own

troops. This would be an--example of criteria -that were too stringent;

There is some uncertainty as -to whether neutron doses and

gamma doses are equal -ihcausing rapid- incapacitation. Thus it

is conceivable that the battlefield data collection and analysis

could show that 8000 rad-tissue) are needed to achieve -what we

expected -to do with 3000-rad- (tissue). In this case, yield would

S -have to be appropriately increased. In all cases, given-proven

-data, we -could operate--wth -increased confidence.
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In sum, the collection of battlefield data on -the variation

of human response versus -time as a function of dose is both fea-

sible and potentially of significant operational benefit. Accord-

ingly plans should be devised to collect, evaluate, and disseminate

such data.

B. Effects of Multiple Injuries on Personnel

To assess the potential importance of multiple injuries, a

separate analysis was made of the significance and -frequency of

multiple injuries. This analysis is presented in -Appendix C. In

this analysis we found that multiple injuries increased the prob-

ability of death, and that there would be numerous multiple in-

juries.

This uncertainty is actually an extension of -human response

versus time as a function of radiation dose. In -this extension

we consider -blast injuries and thermal effects (burns), as well

as radiation dose. The data required are:

A chronological -description of the impairment ex-

perienced by a number of men who have received com-

binations of

- A wide range of radiation doses.

- A range of percentages of their bodies subjected

to second and -third degree -burns.

A range of blast injuries (both as to type and

cause).

* Unit activity and individual posture at -the -time of

attack.
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As is described in Appendix C, when a unit is subjected to

nuclear attack., it is likely that men will be injured by blast,

some will be burned, and some irradiated. By our doctrine we tend

-to target for a single effect--blast, thermal -(rarely), or radia-

tion. Considering only the one effect, we may seriously under-

estimate the -total damage inflicted. Hence, knowledge of multiple

injuries could give us valuable insight into the real status of an

-enemy unit we have attacked or one of our units attacked by the

enemy.

In some ways it may be more feasible to- collect the data needed-

to solve this uncertainty than Lt was -for the -previous- -uncertainty,

which was only concerned with- radiation dose. As we pointed out

a time history of the impairment suffered by a man who has -received

an initial radiation dose and whose body has suffered significant

burns (or who-se arm is bre.Ueiv) cannot be used- as an input to -human

response versus time as a -function of radiation dose. However, if

the collecting team interviews an adequate number of men whos

bodies have suffered 0%, -10%-. 20%, and so on second and third- de-

gree burns -afid- similar varie-d levels of blast injury), the data

generated may- dispel both uncertainties. The -data -from the men with

0% burns and: no blast injury -will be used- to -answer the -quest-ion of

impairment versus time as a -function of radiation dose, while -the

data from -those burned and injured by blast will help to dispel un-

certainties oon combined effects. Because we -would then be measuring

percentage and-degree of body burns and diagnosing blast injuries,

I the qualifications for -the in-terview team would increase. The team

members must be able to distinguish between degrees of burns and
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estimate the percentage of the body that the burns cover, and =they

must be able to identify the nature and severity of blast injuries.

Analysis and evaluation of the data collected will be somewhat

more complex than in "initial radiation only" cases. With the data

collected here, one can estimate the percentage of a troop unit ex-

posed to -thermal radiation as a -function of unit activity and the

variance in that percentage. Also -the data concerning 0% burn and

zero blast injury cases can be segregated to provide answers for

questions in "radiation on]y" cases.

-& The operational -benefit would be greater than that for human

response versus time as a function of -radiation dose. Given re-

liable data on multiple injury effects and on the expected percent-

age of a unit exposed to thermal effects, we could take into ac-

count -thermal effects and multiple injury effects in our targeting

and in post strike analyses. Thus, a-ll of the operational benefits

desctibed under the previous uncertainty would be realized; and the

accuracy of our planning should be greatly increased.

C. -oss of Effectiveness of U.S,.Units as a-

Function of -Casualties

4

Probably commencing with ORO-T-289, a- number of studies have

sought -to determine the percentage of casualties that a unit must

suffer to cause it to lose its combat effectiveness. This original

A study examined cases of U.S. infantry -battalions in WWII and ar-

rived: at percentages of casualties for two types of offensive Atc
tion -breaking points and- one defensive action- breaking point.

I Other similar studies examined Korean and-Vietnam experience and
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arrived- at rather similar findings. -Despite the caveats in the ORO

study, its results (slightly modified)- were assimilated into U.S.

Army targeting practices. In fact, an aura of near magic attaches

to a -casualty- figure of between 30% and- 40%, and few users are fa-

miliar with the source studies on which these numbers are based.

There- are several resultant weaknesses in our targeting. All

of the case histories that served as inputs to these studies in-

volved-nonnuclear war, and the casualties were sustained over a

period- of from a number of hours -to as -long as two weeks. In

contrast, casualties caused by a nuclear attack would in large

part be virtually instantaneous. (The realization and recognition-

of al-l initial or residual radiati6oi-casualties would last for

days.-j Secondly, casualties -in conwentional conflict are often

not directly associated -with equipment damage -(tanks being an ex-

ception) whereas most nuclear attacks -that caused significant

casualties -would also damage equipmnt-thus increasing loss -of

effectiveness. Finally, despite the fact that the principal source

study -focused on infantry battalions- the 30% to A0% figure has

been-used on units ranging from platoon to theater forces; it seems

very unlikely that the criteria that defeats a battalion-will also

-apply to -the defeat of a- platoon or a theater force. Thus, there

are major uncertainties regarding what level of nuclear-inflicted-

casualties will cause various -types and sizes of units to lose

Itheir -combat effectiveness.

The -data required to -resolve -the-se uncertainties are:

4 A listing of units (designatijon, type, and size)

that are declared combat -ineffective, the percentage
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of casualties that each suffered,- and a descrip-
tion of equipment damage.

*1 . A brief description of the near-term -prior expe-
rience of these units (prior casualties, exhaus-

) tion, and the like).

* For each unit -the time at which it was declared

ineffective and the time (if ever)- that it was

again considered combat effective

Most of the foregoing data could be -collected from regular

reports that would be -received at brigade and division command

posts. It would probably be desirable in selected cases to visit

-the stricken units -to verify the casualty figures and equipment

damage. In the confusion of such a situation, -the reporting might

well be inaccurate. However, if the focus of -the effort were on

M units declared ineffective even though they had suffered less than

50% casualties, it should be possible to ocollect the essential

data.

The Technical Project Monitor suggested that a unit's break-

ing point might be -from equipment damage as well as casualties.

However, two factors argue that this investigation should be in

terms of percentage of casualties. First- there will often -be a

close correlation between percentage of casualties and damage to

equipment; hence, making the assessment in terms of casualties

does not ignore equipment damage. Second-, the operational reports

concerning the nuclear attack and the damage inflicted will tend

I
to be more accurate on casualties than-~on equipment--a commander' s

j first concern is hi:s -men. Therefore,- the -basic concept of index-

ing the breaking point to casualties is retained.
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The operational benefit coul-d be significant. Our targeting

criteria might be far too stringent. In that -case, assuming -that

enemy--unit response was similar -to ours, smaller yields cou-d- be

used, and collateral damage and risk to our forces would be -re-

duced. Conversely, if we found 'that current criteria were inade-

quately low, we could use larger yields. In either case, we would

gain increased confidence in our targeting. The findings would

also provide some -quasi-quantifiable data on the -psychological

impact of nuclear-weapons.

D. Loss of EffeCtiveness of Efiemy Units as a-

Function of Casualties

Since an enemy unit's response- to sudden,, heavy casualties

might not be similar to that of a U.S. unit, it would- be desirable

to -have separate data on- the percentage of casualties -that would

cause enemy units to become combat ineffectiveo and for how Iong.

The type of data required would- be essentially-the same as that

required -to determine -the breaking point for U.-S. units.

Collecting meaningful data on loss of effectiveness on enemy

-unit-s would be difficult. Even in the uncertain- event that -U..S.

forces overran major enemy headquarters, there would be no

At any given time in -history) the combat performance and stamina

of troop units varies considerably with nationality. For example,
during -WWII Wavell with 36,000Commonwealth- forces, virtually

destroyed an Italian force of a250,000. Yet, the subsequent in-
jection of two German divisions into that theater nearly reversed

the course of that war.
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assurance that the pertinent records would be -recovered and prop-

erly interpreted. Some relevant information could probably be

obtained in POW interrogations. Also, when U.S. units mounted

counterattacks supported by nuclear weapons. enemy casualties

could be estimated -with some accuracy and correlated with the ef-

fectiveness of enemy opposition to the attack. Even though the

ability to acquire sufficient data from which -to form accurate

conclusions is uncertain- the cost of attempting to acquire it is

small. Some key questions could be asked by POW interrogation

teams and certain relevant matters would be in after-action re-

ports.

If the data were obtained, -the operational benefit would be

high because we could then target -the -enemy with more confidence.

Hence, plans should be made to collect pertInent data.

E. Combined Thermal-and Blast Effects

Equipment that has been heated by therma1 effects may become

more vulnerable to blast. The data required- for a variety of

equipments are:

Calories/cm
2

* Overpressure And dynamic pressure.

Strips of paint on equipment or attached-pieces of plastic

that change color with -heat could permit the amount of thermal

exposure to be determined. Crush or deformation -type gauges

could- be attached -to- permit -the reading of the total or integrated

pressure experienced. Damage would, of course, be observable.
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Again installing instruments to measure dynamic pressures would

be expensive- and their durability would -be questionable. However,

in many -cases the total -pressure would be the phenomenon of in-

terest. -Hence. collection of meaningful data on the battlefield

is deemed feasible.

Given that data collection is feasible, what is its opera-
tional value? Most of -the ground force equipment -at is targeted-

for its own sake--tanks, vehicles, and artillery-is- not the equip-

ment that might be seriously affected by this double exposure. The

equipment most likely to be affected- is semisoft equipment--radi6s.

microwave repeaters, radars--usual-ly -treated as -bonus targets.

Hence, improved knowledge of combined effects on this equipment

would -ndt be important operationally

Air- weapon systems present different problems. The high-

performance aircraft itself could be vulnerable to -the combined-

effects; -However, the data collected in the case of aircraft would

tend to -be negative. if a plane exposed to a nuclear environment

returned -to base and the instrumentation showed the thermal and:

total b-ast exposure, we would know that these combined levels

were not lethal. Analyses of data from- surviving aircraft, com-

bined with data- on the environments- encountered by aircraft that

were 1lst, might indicate which combinations of blast and thermal

levels -were lethal. If this proved-true, we might need to modify

our air- tactics to provide safety from our own bursts. In sum-

mary, full knowledge of -the combined- effects of thermal and blast
! could change our esta-i-tes of safety criteria for aircraft, thus
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leading -to some modification in tactics. Hence, the operational

benefit of these studies might be small or medium.

F. Adequacy of Fallout Prediction

Field Manual 3-22 describes what is believed to be a very

conservative fallout prediction system. If the system operates

as intended, the areas that it predicts as hazardous will more

than encompass the areas that are actually hazardous. (There

probably will be areas within these predicted hazardous areas that

are safe.) However, gross underestimation of -he yield of an

enemy weapon cou~d result in underestimation of the size -of haz-

ardous area. There-fore the actual performance of the system would-

need to be verified by comparing the predicted pattern with the

actua, pattern.

The division CBRC does the fallout prediction. It also plots

actual -fallout patterns based on monitoring and survey reports

from division units. Thus, the collection of -the required data

is planned for -ii current doctrine.

The principal benefvt of verifying the adequacy of the system:

would be increased confidence. In the unlikely event that signifi4

cant fallout was discovered with any frequency outside of the pre-

dicted hazardous area, additional. !buger zones -could- be added

immediately. The overall benefit is judged -to-be medium
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G.- Precursor Effects

-Precursor uncertainties ate related -to the statitc and- dynamic

-pressures associated with a -low air burst that generates a-pre-

cursor wave. The data that wAould -be required to dispel' -the uincer-

-taintles include:

-. Knowledge that a- pre-cursor wave occurred.

*-Burst location (x,. y, and z) and yield.

-. Local terrain and-meteorological data.

*Static and dynamic -pressure-readings at a number
of points (adequate samp-le) distributed over the
area affected.

To -obtain such data would require a- major, sophisticated-in-

strumentation effort --fastxbesponse dynamic pressure -gauges-capable

of -measuring -pressure versus :time, an accurate burst -detection and

Tocation system, st-atic pressure -gauges,, surveyed instrument loca-

Li~ons, and -the like.

In DA EMl,3 the rel Tiity of -pre-dicted distances for peak

overpressure from nonprecursor-bursts is -typical-ly *15% while

-telabili ties -for -peak dynamic pressures can -be f-rom --to +100%.,

depending on the -pressure ad-surface involved- These -predictions

-are based- on atmospheric -tests -where the GZ and-ROB -weie known, the

yield- was usually known wkth-in ±10%/., and sophisticated- instrumenta-

-t-ion-was used to record pre-ssure data.

I -- -In contrast, errors in-data collected- on the bat-lefield~ can

-be -expected to be -from -100 -to 400 im in GZ location, and estimated-

I]gee-Appendix A.
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~/yield may be seriously in error. -IlOBlidata/will show only surface

or a-r burst. Furthcer, as troops are now/equipped -there are no

instruments for reading any type of -pressure. Hence,- without add-

ing extensive supplementary equipment, there is no- capability to

acqutre data ttat would improve our knowledge of precursor effects.

Further, instrumenting the battlefield is not an attractive con-

cept.

Conceivably, a- smple crush-type gauge could-be built and

attached to selected equipment items. These might permit total

=pressure to be estimated--but not dynamic pressure alone (which -s

important in precutsor effects). Aniy widespread-,use of more so

phsticated instrumentation would -be °expensive. ARlso, in generalj

the more sophisticated the instrument, the greater would be its

vulnerability to damage in ordinary. military usage.

In summary- expected inaccuracies -in burst data and the in-

feasibility of instrumenting the -battlefield argue -that battlefi-eld

data that would improve our understanding of precursor effects

could not be collected.

in any event. -the operational benefit of perfect knowledge

of -precursor associated effects would not be dram tic. Operating
with systems with- f-ed yield optrons, it is doubt-ful that per-efert

knowledge would cause a choice of a dfferent yields than the one

chosen on -the basis -of current knowledge. hencej- -uncertainties

regarding precursor associated e15fects wi!L not -be examined- further.
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RI. Blastand zGround-Shock E-ffed-ts-from a Surface-
and Shallo Anderground-Burst

The data irequired to study- _the -effects of a- shalPlow -under-

ground burs t-would- -be-:

*Knowledge -that the burst -was shallow or ur~d'rground.

*Locauton- of -GZ and- yie-lid-.

Local ter-rain and meteofological data.

* Stttcanddynamic pressures -(versus time ) -Afd veloc-
it-tes and-accelerations- at-a--number (adequate sample-)

rfpoiits distributed ove -the alfected area.

Mos-t of -the-d-cussion- under -Pfecursor -Effects is _aIso -pertinent

hnere. -Because around- shock is- iihl d -the requftaed instrumenta-o

tio-- woul-d-:be -even more complex -(acelerometers -and-:velocity gauges )

Accordingly, he -conclusion- is -the same: -collectoW of useful: data-

on the-baftlIe~iad would -not -bepract-icable.

I.- -Eff ect-moLDu st- Clouds- oi--Gommunicat-ions ane AnRar

Although= k-t is -thought -th a -dust -clouds wilz~ .Ause some i-nte-rt

ference w:th -radio and-radar opettfns th Intatdutino

this interference is -not -well - tjn-stood-. the data- -needed -to- In-

i crease-uncderstanding can-be obtained f rom:

*- eports -of -link outagesj. Intei~ferencesj -or -cutters-
in- the-:presence of -hudear dutclouds- -and- their
durations

*Type and- operating 1-e-uency- of affectedqipet

-Given- -the prsec and- chatacteristics-of a- dust -clou d,.-

sons- using radios -or -radars -would: tpr h -ie-_tino



-outages or -interferences on linksi -Some xradars could measure the

T-size and- duration of -the clutter patch- -If -these-data were logged-
an- a-ssembled-at-the OBROte -I- -Iater -be analyzed to improve

Insght into the dust problem. Thu&) -data- -collection is deemed

-feasible.

Since dust-moves with the wind-, any -problems created will be

t-ranstorvy -Where radio nets are temiporl blckd SOPS should-

Specf alternative routings (including- rel1ayi-ng of messages). if

a vradar -operator finds a significant aijount -of-his assigned search-
se-ctor -uttered, he could report -tht -to-Ihscntoln ehln

-which -in-- turn should modify -the sear-ch se-etors of other radars- so-

as -to prvde adequate coverage.

1The maj or point is that -the ~c~xtsystems are- already pres-

_pared to-take remedial action when-trtoub-le -(such as equipment
oage) -occur-, and -they -wil dom-_- t!-0 -fd~ cetstroubles.

Turth r, -because of -the -temporary _ atu -e of -the problem- -and- -be-
-cause -ofm~ossible remedial acioIS jfg-Li dtohseha

-can- ibe --undertaken- with -the equipme Air 4eady deployed- on -the -bat--

ztleilthere is litt-le more -that C-Ou4i be done. There-fore,-

Increased- knowledge -of -problems -gnrte-b dust wijtl -be of sma-ll

iiimdate -operational beeit.

J1 Fikreball. Volume -Cau sing- Interfex-efce to -Radar
ad -Communications

I Nucl~ear fireballs -may--block :both-. tadat and -radio. Further-
k -more ionhization and- particulate t~e iSide of the visiblej ftebll ay aus th voumeth-at I-anterferes -with -EM- propagationa
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to be considerably larger than -th visiblefrbl. Teifra

-tIohn eeded -to- increase our knowledge aas is:

-. Measurements of apparent -fitrba-li1 size -by radars,
-preferably by radars of -each- t&-requency -present on
the -battlefield.

5Reports of radio link outg sor interference in-
-the -presence of f ireballs, -and- -he -duration of
-those -eff ects.

Type and operating frequency -of affected -equipment.

The xadar measurements of -he- fiealsoudbeotinh

-The- vcifb adat-h aietmehat zradar observations ate

~bebig-made to determine -ground zeo- Radio rink outages shouT~d

wlso -be ---eadily obtainable. -Howy, -tadi -eot wi- ony

-vIde -a- -measure of -the overaIl-1- e~~ of -the prblm -they wi-ML4-

not petmiit-precise-estimates of-t~~o -th e inefrfie v

ume w_those size wil vary -with-eq#Fppent frequency.-

The ~perational benefi-t Is -mucth the -s-ame as -that for -dust

codinter-ference. Because -of the ise -fteZrblte~f

-fect -wOS~ -again -be -transitoryj ind- agai- ssei lmnswl

S.OP Xemedial actions.- Better -knowlaeo3ge -of :the size -of -the inter-

ferving= volume -would -permit imnprovedU pla ing for the impact of -out

ow ursts on radar-operat-ions.- The benefit is judged- to -be smiaft

to mfediuii

K o C -~eation Amng 8ib-ld -W mge to6, Sttuctures, -Tree

Blowdown, -Personnel -Casualt sj, and-igimnLDmg

-- here were an-esiabtkishe-d- cot-ation -between--damage ils-

Ib-l ftor uhe air and-damage -not xedi:-l visible, -the accuracy o
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post-strike .nalysis fromn am-aircraft -(visual or photo)jiwould:-be

-enhanced-. The data requirdd -to -establish- a correlatbon would- be:

-Estimated counts of -casualties and survivors wifth
associated distances-from- GZtothe outer Uami-ts-
of equipment damage.- damage-to-structures, and-

t.:e blowdown.

-. Estimated- counts -of -damage toequipment a-ssoci_;;
ated with distances- from -GZ to the outer iimi~bs
of damage to structujres and-tree -blowdown.

DNA-EM-i-has effects- data- on -tree -blowdown, -blast -damage to

stru-ctures and- vehicles, antddmg criteria -for -.petsonnel -from

Vrio_0us -fects. Hence,. a crrlation -could- -be develpd:ewe
~-slen invisible- _blast daaeand- casualtes based on -EM-i,

-and- to -use -this in -pos~bstrn:_ke analyses. One shor-t-_comftng- of such-

a- -ca1culated -correlation, as oposdto -one developedb actual

survey on-the -battlefiel--d, I;s ithat it would- necessar, l ignore

casualtis arising frm m:ltniple -effects (e. g.-, -a~~ hra)

-A=~o it -would- not reflect -the caulte-aueby-the-eeivironment,

such -as men -hit -by -flyi-ng -debri s and-equipment.-

-A-possible method zfor colecting -battlefieAd: d -wou-ld--be -to

send- a -ground- survey -pa-ty-down- a swath fronm the outer J-_mit of

~visuble damage -to-the zone of fatal -dest-ruction- (Peopl'e and= equip-

SHowever, -there are several diffculties. Some- -csualties,,

at least the walking- -wouided, -twlll-have -been -evacaed -Unle-ss

A -~~dosimeter readings are av&adble,-the lower dose radiat-ion- -casu-

_aTtles may not -be idefitlified as -casua les. Finally_, wit-h small

sweapons, -radiation: ef-feet-s vwil -be, -dominant aitd- -the -Issible -resultsj ~ ~-of ~te-blast -wilt -be -conf-ined -to- a- small area. The opofi
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Mb!ast as yield- is reduced- suggests -that -there would-be -problems

.n scaling the correlatidon _between visible blast damagead au

aAtie s. Thus, data clecton seems feasible ku -there are signif-

N -~cant possibilit-ies of error.-

As previously indicated,the chief operat-ioa-l benefit of de-

-veloping such a correlatio-would bto bai-more acrt ot

strike analyses based on -visual observation or p-ho-tos -from an

aircraft. However, simply-eyeballng the area of-.devastation, or

examining- -photos of it,, would -tend- -to -be impreckse. Such- a method

mwould lack refinement m-for example, an air obse-ver might -not -be

-exact about the types of txee-s blown-down. 41 -uhies -the cor-

relations -established-byA balefield- surveys --et-e-da tily

bttex tian-the -cortela~ins derived from-EM-1 the -poststrike anal-

ys!S based -on -the -formet orlto would4-6b -bby -be only moder-

ately-better -than -those- based: -on- an EM-l corre-lati- The complexi--

-1e s of multiple effects pr-eclude absolute judgm~t as -othe degree

-o ip veen. fthe i-dngs of -the -poststrike analyses -do -not

A-ifer -greatly, operatot&I~a decisions based-o tnhe analyses wil not

Se -much- different. Therefore, -the operat:ional:= Sehefit of having-

a- correlation-based- on= a- btlefieldsurvey is u- &~ob ml

-to -moderate. Since -the riesources available fo o cinof -ef-

fectsdt natcia -nuclear -battlefield- wilbe small, we hiave

~dveoednopanTor surv-eys -to- establish- -the corr-elations.

In-the foregoing- anl - wecnsidered -correlations among

-isible damage and- casuallles- -that -could -be -d -.v-- - from -data- -now-

avaklable in- -EM-. -No- such: correlation -data- -ar-- ---resented i

EM-1; yet, -having such- a. -correlation- would- -be- -quite -beneficial in-
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making postst-ti-ke anal-yses. Accord-'ngly, we recomme-d- -that such

correlations be developed and incorporated ito Er4-1!-T. The correla--

Ations should show the anticipated- efet on personnel and--equip-

ment as a function of visible damrag-e -to structures and -trees.

Different cor-re-ations may nee& -toz be developed for -d35fferent wea-

pon designs. A- prel1iminary analy-sis- developing su ch -coxrela tions

is-presented- -In--Appendix B.

L. %adiat-Ion ioma- Vent Stem

The radioactive debris -eruptg rom aX saw -tdepuer

ground burst -genertates an -unknowni- amiount of ini Tal ~aain Th

data -requied- to -understand th-Is -Phenomenon- are-i

-Burst dt---ground- zero), -dphof burst,- andy ield.

*Inktial& -dose received- at 6--number of -point~s- at
varytng-distances -from -the stem.

The ratr wuldbe used -to l6ca te ground- zeo spressed-

thermal fElash would- indicate thati-it -was a- subsur~face-birst. An

approximation-&f -yield- and -depth of -burst -could--be -based-- on- crater

size and-depth.

Assuming that troops -were wearin& -thermal luminescent -dosim-

eters, th i~4s ehdo ee ing -the radiated dose would-

be -to collect ~dsimeters from- m ho- -were in an -eiposed- posture

at -the -time -ofi 4deonation. The -coordinates- of --the -ianattieo

burst -(as -we- as -sname and- unit)- would--be attached- to- the

IZ dosimeter. The -reading-of the dosimeters could -he -dne at -the

echelon- where- -the -reading -device -was -located. -Raftated -doses

V ~i39-
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coul-d- also ;probably be obtalned1_by readings f rom f ountain- en..

sized- oiees assuming :ta he -doses are less than -600 xrad

(ssue)- gamma.

The :chief- operational beneft-s -from having better data-. on-the

ih±: zoo adiation emanating fro -- the vent stem of a subsur-face

burst would be (1)- better data--on- which to base troop saf ety, dis-

tance-s and- (2)- possibly improved ability -to estimate enemy. casu-

altles.. There might be a bonus 'benefit -of more accurate estelmat on-
of-oiateral-damage.

It -would- requitre a- sigri itant --number of man-hours -to-collect

the -dosimeters.- record- tbedw sources, and- read-them. Also, an
Iyang a- -fresh crater -(probablIy b ht inepeaf-t-o- -get

burst :data- -is not simple. -In VI-ew of -these costs,- -the -dectUsalon to

collect such- data- on- -the battleIVEl should be based: on- the iexm-

pected flrequency of our use of subsurface bursts. -Based- on- di~s

cusons -ith- SRI and DNA stall-, It -is -recomwended -that --6- plns-

-o colecting -this -data -be demdve-ped.
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IV PLANS FOR BATTLEFIELD CLETOAA-~S
AND-.DISSEMINATION

A. -Collection

In the preceding- section, -we analyzed the feasili ty of

-battlefield collec-.Lon% of data on -the identified- uncertainties

and examined the possibl-e operational benefit of d-spcElling-the

-uncertainty. In-this -part of- -this section, -we -wklk -dev-elo -spe-

cimic plans for data- -col!Ietion onthose -uncertaintie that asse

t-he tests of col le cton- Teasibility- and- opera t on~ -benefit h

-aindings are summariz~ad- on Table 3.

H1 iuman-ResponseV Ve tsu s -Time- -as -a-
Function of Radatil-onDose

After a- -troop -unflt -has suffered- a nuclear at-tack -there

prbably wil -be -men-w~Io--i --ve sustained- highw--ra dia tion--doses who-

-temporarily survive and-dan -be interviewed. if -t hey ate-equipped

-wkth -the -thermal lumlnesent dosimeters, thei-r r-adiation exposuire

-can be measured- and -cotrel1ated- with -their descriptions of their

In anycass-he -tactical situation will preclude such-

Interviews. However,- a- temiew of thousands- of -cass -~probably

-not -necessary. I~f 600- -to- 1000 -men- who- -had- -received- a- -range -of

I4-doses -could- -be intervIee-d. athe -uncertainties --regarding -radiation

rresponse could- -be -consIdeiaby reduced. In- past -wars -=the -tactical
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battlefield has tended to move in spasms and this may also be true

of a tactical nuclear battlefield. Thus, in the ebb and flow of

the battle there may well be opportunities for interviewing radia-

tion victims.

If each U.S. echelon (division to company) trained

selected NBC personnel, an interviewing team could be formed when

-needed. The team could be sent to the holding area where the ir-

radiated survivors were located -to collect the dosimeters and fill

out questionnaires (similar to Table 2) on the survivors' descrip-

tion of their response history. The dosimeters could then be read

and the dose readings could be correlated with the response de-

scriptions and forwarded to the Corps CBRE for analysis.

Summarizing, the actions required to make collection

feasible would be to:

* Procure and issue the gamma neutron dosimeters
to be carried or hung from dog-tag chains.

* Equip appropriate echelons with the devices
needed for reading the dosimeters (if required).

0 Designate and train selected NBC personnel at

each echelon to act as interviewers.

2. Effects of Multiple-Injuries to Personnel

Basically the same plan of collection as that described

above (for radiation) would be used for collecting data about in-

juries. Variations needed would be the following:
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*.The- -interview team- -wil -have to be- -trained -to
Atagoseand descrribe -burn- and blast nuis

.- Because of the increased- scope, the -survey
-teams should be inc-reased -to ten men-each,

H~ The -questionnaire jwoulId -need to be- expanded.

3. Los-s--of -Effectivenesss.&f-U.-S. Units as-a-
Function-of- Casualties-

In-general-, a unit wM-jlbe declared combat ineffective

by- its superior =echelon- (possibsly- onrecommendatio- of the unit

commander). -Whenever -such- a dejkaration -is made,_ -there will -be

messages to =the brigade and- division- TO~s stating-he designation.

*of the unit. -the -nature of -the zcatastrophe, the -diageustine

-by personnel (nposbyto-qpment), and the ~xetdtm

of return--to some level of effecti-veness. Hence,-owbat, is required-

to collect -data on-this -uncettaiiiity is -that -br-gad&- and- division-

TO~s -forward; coples of -these -messages -to corps OBRE adding a- brief

description- of the -unit's recent -experience-pt-ior -casualties,

fatigue,- and- so-on. In- -cases -where -the data seem-abnormal, -the-

corps -CBREm- after a- suitable -interval and- during- -a- I-ull in- -the

action-shouId! qurythe -originating TOG as -to -whether there have

been revisions -in- the estimated- damage.

4. Adequacy of -Current ---F&Xblut Prediction-
Systemt

As -swas--previously indi cated, a -concern Uis -whether -or -no-t

a- predictedx-4attern -does in- fact- -cover all of -the- Aanger areas.

Current doct-i already pxovides for -the division- -GBRC -making



fallout -predictions and :ploting actual fa-VIIout based on monitoring

A and surveys -made -by division- -units. Thus the-necessary data -can-be

obtained- -by simply requirig -division CBR~s -to -report to corps -OBRE

any instances-where local areas of intense iradioactivity occur out-

side of the-predicted daniger zones.

5.- -_Combined Therma1 and- -Blast Effecs-
on-Aircraft

Does-thermal-exposure-weaken ai-rcraft components -to- the

point -Where their resk-stance to blast is skigt-fcantlv -reduced? To

anwrthsqutin the pa developed- ins this report -is -to- in;-

strumefit aircraft wi-th a- st-ip (paint -or pl ast-ic) that wil~l -change
color with- thermal -exposr an- eomto yeguethat wll

measure -total pressure. Whien a- plane returfns -to -base after in

exposed: -to- a nuclear envkronment,_ -this instrtumentation would- le ex-

amined, If -there were ;posI-tive readings -hey --would -be -taken and-

reported :together with a~iy damage note d--the U.S. Air Force- P- -ob-

ably- .reporting -to -the TIAN -Endpossibly- -numbered- Air F orce)-=-f

the -AM~Y -to -corps CBRE. The instrumentatfi- -would -then -be repls ced-

j These ~ednswould show -watcombinations- of e-ffects -w-1 no t

kil1 the aircraft.

-6.- loss of Effectiveness of -Enemy-iAnits -as a
Ftunction o auat3.e s

To e-xplore -the ucranyabout the-breaking pnft o
enemy-~uiEts as a- functlon- of- -casualties, -thecolcincnp

I-is -to-use -POW interrogavions and- after- acton- -reports from UW.-S.1 45-



-unfits that have attackedi enemy- f orces wi~th- -nuclear f ire support.-

The- actions required- toa provide for such- -a- collection are- to:

*Deve-lop -special questions -for POW interro-
gators -that will probe this- point--e. g.-,

ow-many. -casualties did your un hi take?
Was it _then out of action? How long?

*Develop- a- list of items -toz-eosre
) and reported-by units exploiting-nuclear

-fire s_-&.,, -estimated nuclear-casualties
in enemiy-2units- overrun, -estimated- equip-
ment damage, and- effectiveness -of -enemy
resistance.

B. Analysis -anhd Disbination-

F-rom -the repor-tin g- procedures altea-y described,- it -i4XD -be ap-

-parent that it -is- planned -to -have most of1 --the data- analyzed- At~ corps

CBRE s, This -echelon wa-s selected for several reasons. It Is -fir

enough- to the rear to-provide some saiety, yet far enough- -ford-

_to--have -fairly ready, access to th fihtng--unitS. Bigwl gr
zward- also simplifies-communicatos Puting the- rex osiity

at -corps level-,- rather -than at -field- arfy -level, also- provide
some- redundancy : there are two--U.SCrsinNT) - -ily

--the- staff at -the :corPs -:CBRE should-be somehtlrr-haatdi-

sion- and- should--thu- :have -a- better capabVIlity for making -the- -an~al-.

j-One -excep tion- Is !the analysis- -of -da-t- -concerning -the c-offbine&
=effect-s of -thermal- --adiation- and- bl-t )oiarcat ha p on

o- these- data- that f-tlmates -to- USAF air drfL -will originate -at -USAF
-bss -Bcas of -commu~nications.- _ famljiar-ity with -the- -pro ffim,
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and proprietary int erest, these data should be analyzed at the
DASO. The Ar- pp~fi ofthese combined-effects data should-be

-analyzed at the corps -CBRE; -however,- a knowledgeable army aviator

from the corps aviat iivsection-should either assist or supervise

the analysis,

When a corps _CBRE ~makes a finding concerning an uncertainty,

it should be cross-checked -with an adjacent corps OBRE and with-

the Army CBRE to-make -certain:-that there are not conflicting flind-

ings. If there ar -ne noz -1nflcts and-the Army OBRE approves, -the

findings should lie immnedi-ately disseminated. Findings on--those

uncertaintiesmthat pE -a in p rimarily -to ground- -targeting should-

go to all staf eteimen-s innvolved in nuclear planning or targetin,

namely all TOCs, DASC0sy and- FS -sindings-on-uncertainties -re-

latig t ary aircraft vulnerabi-lities shoul.d go to all army va

tion units and-tohosm TOCs and- FSOCs -that -may request or cont-ro1

army aviation-- e-entsf

S -Lry, -w -~ ~:DASC -has findings on USAF aircraft -vulne-

-~ability, it shou'lV-cross check with another DASO and-the TACO

Wit n coflct) 1AdwtTC apoa,_ -the finding should- zbe

reported- to all air Ibases and- all TACPs. -(TACC will -probably- re-

port the finding tLo- 615=4 -numnber air f orces.-)

To -the extent ipossible -the findings should- be anticipated:

I and ~plans shoul-& -i ae-o-aeaprop-riate -changes in doct-r-ine.-

These could- -be 1-ii --he fotm-of -change pages to service -weapon -em-

ployment -manualIs _(c- Army FM 101-31-). However, in a- batt-le

area- it would= prob-a1.y be mtore-expeditious-to-have-prepared
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QITJi-In- the-b lank type ime-s__sages hchcould be sent at -once -to all

interested-headquarters.; -Examp-lez are-:

"Battlefield data indic-ate-s that ______~ (±~se
are required to cause-Thmediate transitory izncapacita-

"Experience thus f ar iidcae1ta the inflictIon-
Hof ______% nuclear-casualties on a ______~

-infantry unit will- cause -loss of combat effec-tiveness-
inI the attack."
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_VI T-ACICAL NUCLEAR WARS WITHOUT U. Si INVOLVEMENT

It was suggested by the client that the fittst tactical nuclear

war might °be one in which U.S. forces are not Ivolved. There are

already -enough lesser nuclear powers to give -credence to this pos-

sibik-atyf and numerous proliferation studies suggest that there

will be mote.

-Durinfg -the -conflict, some useful observations migh-t be made

-by survePIlance satellites--the progress of tohe wart- where battles

were) and- numbers of weapons. After t.'e -cOhclusi6r: of -the war, a

number of sistuations might prevail:

T- -he interchange occurred- between -two p6wers, In
vwhivch at least one is friendly to-mthe Uhited-

-Sates -Such as an Israeli-A-rab war.-

The interchange occurred between Dowes n none of
-whom are friendly, but U.S. personnel --lght gain

postwvar access, for example, in a- "peacekeeping"

o mercy force" role.

* * rit -S an- interchange in which neither power is

ftroehdoly1 and U.S. personnel are -not aTI °wed- on
the scene.

In the fs situa ion t might be -possizbTe -to -preposition

equipment and:to- -insert some instrumentation hbefore -the war. It

I might ailso--be -possible to enter the batt lefie-id- wkthin- hours or

days after the nuclear interchange. In the se oid-situation, it

-would -not be -possible to preposition equipment °be'fore an interchange,
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but -efiht-ry -might -be -possible wiL'hin-a-:-useful time after the battle.

In the third- situation, data coulde -obtained onlythogus

of remote -sensing techniques, such as -drones, cameras, satellites,

or radio-monitoring.

r~hr -the -purposes of this report, -the-question is "What could

obsezvets wo-were permitted on scene -warn that would benefit our

-knowledge -of -nuclear effects uncertainties?" Reexamining Sec-
tin Vi -hih-we developed plans-for data collection on un-

certainties In a situation where the United States was involved-

-tsevident -that many- of -the -colletIon -plans entailed' some ih

tr enodsmeetr an emtion- gauges.- -Manifestly -these

coldno be~t. apl- exps owever, if the United- Stated-
wspoiding military assistai- :tdohoe -f the ?-articipants, i

-oldfurni-sh- icateupe --tirzbh _deformation- gauges and- themalt

exposure indicators. Thermal lumtiescent -dosimeters cou-ld: -con-

ce~vbl-be imbedded in- military -web- euipment or buttons. The
nodl ticat -implications of such- act-s -woud -hav o-e aeul

assessed-.

IT -f~wdto interview- medi cal oficers, our -observers -might

:get Interesting data- on the frequenc of combined _f-fects injut i-~

-If sbufAfcIent -time 'had- elapsed --befoe- -our observers' a-rrival-, and--

If 11t swaswithin the competence- -of -the-medical corps of t-le -countf,

-medica. officers might-shave diagnosed f1romn symnptoms what approximate-
-radiatiTon-doses various- -patients* ha eevd Tu mgtbe

NO xeceiv7d Thu itmgh-

-The--patients -might -be -from--the -meditcl -officer'=s own- forces,- -or-

-- w S
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possible to get quite useful data on the frequency-of various com-

b-ned effects. Also, med cat offi-cers might be 615le -to furnish

good descriptions of the itotal casualty situation within units

that had been hit--the tota- picture might be more interesting

and important than its patts.

If allowed, discussions with operational comm-anders and staff

might furnish valuable Insight on unit losses of -effectiveness with

casualties. After a unit -was hit, suffering X petcent -casualties,
d d -the survivors panic or -fight on? wow effective -was their re-

sistance?

It would also be interesting to visit the batuefTields. It

-s doubtful that -they woulmd have completely polled the battle

area, and much of -the damaged equipment would stial be in place.

-f a collaborating former rpaticipant would provide data on what

Iyelds were used where, and- at what height of -bu st it might be

-possible to reconstruct -the -battle scern . An air photo would show

-the -location of the dereU t equipment relative -o _GZ, and a- ground

survey could record the damage. Such- a survey- could produce ex-

ocellent data on the vulnerablity of the equipme -present. These

data would be particu-1ariy interesting if the dainaged:-equipment -had-

-been furnish d by a poteii-Al- U.S. enemy or if it -was equipment of

-, -S._ manufacture that had-inot previously beenm-tested- -in a nuclear

-environment.

Even if the participants were unwilling to fitsbnsh weapon and
burst data,- a c',refulI analysis of the residua-induced-radiation

'ouid provide an estimate -of the yield and the Tcation- of GZ.
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Thermal, and possibly neu~ron) shadows might permfit -estimating

helght of burst. All of thls, of course, assumes Ffee -access to

-the -battle area.

To a great extent our abilIty to obtain useful -information

from P-non-U.S. tactical- nuclear war would depend; -n-the effective-

-ness Of our prior planning-. It would be valuable -t-omake a study

examining:

The likely areas where -tactical nuclear -wai£-0th-
out U.S. involvement -might occur and, for -each- area,

-the probable rules- that would govern UiS- oobserver
access to data.

The key co nanders- aid-medical officers who should:
be interrogated, if - possible, and their po 7_cal
leanings to include -their attitude towardthe

-United States.

- The questions that should be askeA of keyo partci-
pants.

6- The number and types of observers and equipment
that it -would -be desirable to send- to each-of -the
potential areas -base-d--on the anticipaed- -atcess
to data rules.

* The training -requited for candidate -observers.

. The instruments and-other equipment that should- be

-stockpiled and--whe-re

5
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Appen&ix A~

BURST DATA B-ASED -ON NBC REPORTS

H*

The-Ariiy -nuclear burst reporting system is-designed to pro-

vid ifomaiin ordetermining- -Q-lj the time of de tonation, (2)

the location-of -GZ, (3) an estImate :of yield, and-~ whether the

burst is likely to- produce f-aNzout. These data- are useful inputs

to the-assessment of-the impact -of -nuclear weapdfis -on--current

operationis.,---Both- enemy and -f-m~idnucla wepiaecnsideted.-

The -collect-ion -of nuclh-a iburst inf ormatiofr = -made -princi-

pally by artillry -units based-on observat-ions aiid:measurements

of -the nuclear cloud at certathimsafedtoton Inhi

section a- brie-f analysis of hem- ieithods -employed-and the precision-

with- which- ithe inf ormation- caM -be reported- wi4w -be made.

1. Locat-koli

Burst Trotation can- be ii db w as: -map -inspection-

adinte sdct-kon. If a- -crater -exists- and- can--b -een- -map or

E-M-3m121- §vdcifies -that a -rep t-ng- unit must -u0e -the -NBC-i -re-
-port f ormat,_ this- conf orms- -to- the nuclear -part --of -STANAG 2103.

lntrsectk_ is essentially -a h - Iokm. of topographift s-urvey- that
zconstructs, a- location- -by -usitg -atimuthal -obserVat-IonBsfrom-

several kiw locations.-
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aerial photo- Inspection will peffift -the fixing of the location

quite accurately _(i.e., ±50 meters:. In- the case that may prove

-to be more common, when the burst is an air burst Wlh- -no crater,

-the GZ will -be located by intersection on the cloud stem. In

-this case the stem of the nuclear-cloud is observed&_ and azimuths

are read frori. several locations;. The intersection °of the rays

from the observer locations provides a location of GZ. The pre-

cision with which- it can be located depends on the oprecision with

-which the observation points are located, -the accutacy with which

-the angles are -measured, and- theooability of different observers

to define a -common aiming point on-the stem. There 's. also an

inherent error due -to the fact that observations -caiiot be -made
-unti1 after -the blast wave pass -the observer. -his may result

in delays on the order of 10 to- 30- seconds, dur-ing-which time

the stem moves with the wind. ntersections baseId_-on-eadings

from surveyed -baselines of known- -direction could--be quite accu-

-rate--on -the -order of ulO- meters plus errors due to-wind movement

of -the stem-- and- errors due :todTifferent aiming -poinths on- the stem.
4 Intersectionso based -on--observations from unsurveyedgtound loca-

-tions and, using A magnetic azimuth reference w]hl- -be oless precise.
In summary, it woud -be unwise to -expect overall !dcation accu-

-racies better than 100- to 400:-reters.

-A requirement when- constructing a location -by- Ifntersection

is -that all observers must -be taking measurements on:the same
-cloud -stemi 6herwise -gross er-rs can result. -a- situation

in which multiple detcnations are -encountered, sighting at the

wrong cloud- w0 result in a nUfiber of -false locatIfonsi
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filkedwih aequteprecision-based on location of the crater or
Othr -entroialindicators ii t-t-he-distribution of damage afdd=

on- the -battlefield- is very doubtf-.ul.

Th operational -technique -ftdetermining if -the detoffaion-

__ in the air -(creating- a- falloutfrecnton t nts

-baed -n=visual iseto- f-h clod tm Osra-Ln:ka
hte concedt-he mushroom -cloud i-s -indicative

of - srf ceburst. If, hiowever, :the cloud is not connected- to-

-te te, n-air -burst is- Ind-icated. bevto of a-- hrowout,-

anm nspection- of thecrater at a- -teater time, or-downwind --residual,

xad-aton-can- indicate-that a- urface or -near surface (above -ort

bus occurred. In geneal,- :the actual height of :buri-

-for ai-r -bursts may -not -be -quat ia-ledi by- visual observationi. iore-
ove, ~igh orredcedvis l~tymay -preclude a- determiatl~on- -of

air- -or -surface -burst.

3 -- -Yield -Estimate

:Es timates of yield are ~bsed-oi- known, empiricalFly--deterined

c-T stabilizations of -heights- and- diameter. Visible -mias-urte

-menit-s -are made -of -cloud- diameter -a,11 Tive -minutes and: -c-rd -height
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at approx-imately--ten minutes after-detonatiof. This-latter tim-e

should ensure-that-the cloud-ihas-ascended to its stabilization

-height.

Except for aerial observation-of cloud hek-ght.-all other

height and--dameter measuremenits are-based- on a-mfeasurcment of a-

subtended anigle and- an estimated- observer distance.- From these

two measurements, cloud height and -width are -cahlated1

Atmosob-r-ic -testing provdes -data- for predic ing yed

-based on c]:id prpries. -Emprical -relationship s relangcoi:

-top, bottom,- and diameter -to Yi -have -been- deve=16ped. -One such--

set f -elaionhipsres _te _arm a-comprehensmi-ve analysis of

-U.-S.- atmospherfic -tests.-6 these- provided -the -basi-s --f or -the nomo-Q.

V!graphs- -used. bythe Armny f or yel -prediction- in the fed
sumaryofthese data is -pres-ented in Figure A 1 in which cloud-

top, -bottom.- and--diameter -reTtionships are indmicated- as a- func;-

tion- of yle-rd. -Estimates -of -df~rf or in- the -pr.dict-jons are shown-~

by -the shaded- area- in- the f-gure.-

The geftexaI xrelationshi-ps-~i -Figure A m1 are-toeo oe

curves -with -the -c-loud- property- proportional t-og a- ftactional -power

of -yield wit- hin -ranges of y eild-s In--the data,- y-ield;-was- known-

to- ±-lOor less,, scatter -in, -the -cloud- data accou~nts- for -the -un-

certaintiLes Indicated by-the error -ba~ids.-

It 1=s- twrthy -that -the. fucinlre-lat-tffships- ch-ange

f or -the -c-loud' stabilization- -at-Iude data- betweenr--the- -yields of-

2 and- 20 !KT.- This -situation- is oxy -in- part zexplaiiied -by -the-

alttude -fth ropopause. ;For -high- yields,. -testing- was conducted_
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-in- equitorial areas. 4here -the -tropopause i-s -cus t-omarily at an

altitude of 54,00 to-60,00 fet- ihyedmodel for yield-

greater than 2 KT -is- -postulated for pred-Ict-ng- stabilization a-tti

-tudes. Other testigg-was -done at the Nevada -test site where -the

-tropopause is at 33,QiOO-to 40,000 feet.- ANiod0: -for yields less-

than- 20 KT is sugge-sted-.

The ambiguous d~niItions -presented-1 LFt -the yield-range of 2-

-to- 20 -KT are accommodated- in- -practice in- the- field -manual by use
-of a- nomograph- solt~i- The functional ..ransiti-on- -between the

two yield- rel1ationshp s sonnF-gre A1 This relation-

ship is embedded- in- -the -nomograph- in- -FM: 3 Z 12 d-dappears -to

minimize -the -predicgon- error.-

Teeare -curves- -that Epermit yied-:p &d- ions -based- on-
-loud- -diameter a t V;argyi -times after -detI0tio.Cou idee

at -five minutes after detonation -is bu=1 nt-tenogah

-solution- found in- EM_ -312.1l

In- comparing- the -nomograph- solto 0f __r -s- mtig-ea-

yixl withthe body- ofexperimental data, a 3atge variance ex- st~i
-Yield- -predictions -based-on. cloud stabi-Mz a -kmn-hegtfoal

clusstabilzinhgzbetween- 14,-200- and: 35,00 ft- (corresponding-td-

2 -KT and 20 -KT -respoctIvely)- showed- a -stanrd deviation-of +13

and -57%. For example, according -to--FM: 3t12 a -measured -cloud-

stabilization hei-ght of20,000- ft -corresponfd S_ tom 10 XT; -howeverj
a--eapn y~l~-of -4.3 to-1.3 KT -cou-ld% -hav prduedthis same-

---esult.
onipgqJstiae-a W- --- f -- eadi dsrb-

-This is-aoes-iaetmt-- a B - -~~ien -bani iti
-tion- were -norma-.
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Variability -to a lesser degree results from -the predict-koh

of yx-ld- =based on cloud diamete.- -When- comparing the predictionv

mod-ewi Th-FM- 3-12 with measurements --of -the fi-ve-minute cloud-

diameter from atmospheric testing. a- standard deviation of +5 8%

and- z-3-77 was found to be present foryields greater than-2 KLT-_

From a- cloud-width -corresponding- to -that of a 10 KT weapon-thei'e

)is a- nesigma- -uncertainty range -of -6,-to 15. 8 KT.

In an operational contextlb-oth-measurement errors and. pe

dcon; er'rors must be considered- A measurement -error-,fo

exmpe,-of 107% in- -cloud- stabilization- altitude or di-ameter a&Ppe

-to be consistent with-uncertainties in- angular measuremen~tds
tanceestimtes, nddloal w n -o~ ions. This 10% error _inr

a'ltitude -or in diameter -trans-lates -to a- yield- error of 441% -or -261/

respectivalv. Considering -the ieviously salse pejsii

of the -piedic-tion model,, s-tand-ari --deviations -on- yie-lds -d-el

frmmaueets of -cloud- -properk-es can be +120% and - -0%bae

on cloud- rtablization- altitude, nd- +60% and- -45% based-o oud

diameteri In- -terms of -the 10 -K!.U -examiple -previously Lilustrated,

'the -one sigma- -band for -predictiovw t 2K ae n tblz

-tio-i -and-m 5.5 to- 16- KT based- -on-&Ioud= di-ameter.

A=I; hogh -the nomwograph indcat~ _0 hE yields -may- -be cal-cul-a d=
t6JiKTf -the error as sodiated'wift -predictions at -1 YKT-wsfud

~tobe -ecessive. -6



Appendix B

CORRELATION BETWEEN-VISIBLE BLAST -DAMAGE,- CASUALTIES,
ANDEQUIPMENT DAMAGE

As was discussed- 1n- -the main body -of -the -report, it would- be

-sflto establish correlations between- visible -blast damage-,

-personnel casua-It~ies, and equipment damage ifor -use in -tact-icaqib

-damage assessment oro-stik an-s The concept -ista( an- observer might quickl-y iuat-.iify the RIflinis of various -typs-

tof blast damage arid- that, from -this int-&Pigence, a- fairly ac-cu-

frate estimate coulrd;- made as twht1ppened_ to people and4

qupetin- certain areas. The-concept &= -pertinent -both- -to- a-

:tactical damage as-sesstnment -of -the effec-,ts -f a- -friendly st-rike -oh-

enem force s aid- -to= an- -evalu at ion- of d amageifitdb f nm

strike -on our own-i fotces.

A goo wayto -i~~eetthe concept would- -be to have -the o

server airborne. -Aoft he could- quick-.-y-dikscern -the limits-of

-various -types of da-m-age and- denote thes n~ ah ma -ovhotozzwor _he_

-could actual-hy -Phoptograph- the area- of damage. =For assessments-

over enemy tertn rn ihaTV or :photographic -camera

could be-used. ~The- damage most readily de-tected by- an- airob

server is -estimated--to :be -tree -blowd-ownt -and.-damage to strutts

j -Severe damage couldd -.Oobabiy -be more re-adIly-itnuse -than,

Tight -or moderate -da-ageg. In-sm ae emgh eetdmg

-to vehicles, -but M-o-ldbe unwise --to 4depend -nthis. -(-The-
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vehicles- are IITMike-y-to !have -been- concealed before the att -zk

The marked- map- or pht-would- -be delivered- to the TOG, -whene a-

target analyst-would use it in-making his post-strike anayss

AlternatIvel a- ground survey party could be-used.- The

chief weakness &n-this -would-be inability to bound -te damage area-

in resonbletime Aswil -be-developdd later, idenf4-

the outer Iimils -of -types of-damage is critical to -the accuracy

of the post-st-i-ke ana-lysis. -However, if a ground suvey -party-

wee -sd-~h~ -ih --be additional indicators such= as- -antenna-

blow -off an dz- affge _to=-vehic-les.

Such- a- qt6_ ektion- can- -be f airly easiy deve -p--* -usiii= Adta*

fro -NAEM 4- F-ue:1sosthe -radii -of seve-e and- moderate

tree -blowdown anid 5000 rad -for-personnel in- -the -open- ad -in- a-

-forest. --Figure Szi2- shows- simkiar radii for -moderate and- -severe

damage tofaeand- -brck -buildings, f or 5000- and- 15V -rad- toe

posed -personnel and: f or casualties to -persons -due- -to d eceleraiv~

tumblIing- cused 1bynthe :lst. -Figure B-3- shows -radii &6- vat-i6u~-

levels of -d-aig to~ selected equipment and- various- rad~a=m=dses-

to -personnela.-

-ICurves are dceveloped -to -represent -typical relat-ionshi-pb -that

exist -betweeni various- -nuclear effects- -at -various-waoiyed
It -should -be nioted- that -weapon -design- wil alter t___s-4eaton;-

sh-ips; -With- the- exception--of unclassified trebodown= data%
H f ~rxn -FM 101 31 3, Nucilear Weapons -Employment)-"- -ebruatr 1963,

data, are asdoDNA -EM--L 3
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-PERSONNEL -_504
w EXPOSED IN OPEN -

I- LOWDOWN _MODERATE

T BLOWDOWN-SEVERE

-MODERATE BLOWDOW REULSI I%=O TMSO

SEVERE SBLOWDOWN-RESULTS- IN -60 -TO ?Og%-O~TMSD

.01 A 10 ~0
YI EL D- -KT

NOTEI CURVES-ARE DEVELOPED FOR A REPRESENTATIVE-WEAPON DESIGN TO-PRESENT--T~picAL
RELATIONSHIPS -THAT-CAN-EX IST=-BETWEEN -VAR IOUS NUC LEAR- EFFECTS

FIGURE --- I- CORRELATIOW-OF -FOREST -BLOWDOWN- --WITH- INIDENCE
OFCAUA IS TO EXPOSED--PERSONNEL
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Strom.- the curves in Fgures aBithrough B- 3 oe-&af-trc

radli ifor -various -ef fects -for -seliected- yields. To e~stabllsh -the

/desl-ted.-cotrelations it is :envIs-aged -that -cookie cutt -type

templates- -would- be -prepared- -show~ing- -the -circles enclosing variu

types--of -visible damage anid-the-c-Ircies enclosing seltetedz-casualty

aid.- equipment damage -critetii. Tgure B-4-presents skuhd tmplte

tot m 1-O-KT and a l-KT wedim -Note that a family. of such- -tem.-

-prahte-s-mu-ld- be -needed)- kccause as- yijeld shrinks blast -tends -to-

fal - Tfar more -rapidly- th-ans -radiation; hence, the -effect -that

is- he. utercirc-le f or one- yael wil A-not -necessaril-y b h

-outer- .clfcle for another y-Ild-

-To -use- -the -templates,, th t-arget analyst woulrd- take -the -marked-

m9 iphoto -furnished -by --he -bevrand- ident-ifyth-e visbl

-ef-dt -g-iving :the -best covee, sa-eeetree -blowdoWn. H

wd then- select -the yieldI tem late whose -outer crite -for severe

~tre- bowdown- most nzearly -matci~~ the -outer limits- of thsefc
as-hh on thValrpht.~ith--th e -template thuis ps-ond

zhe 460~d -see -the -various- -ajaecitracircles- In- their -proper

psIt~Iorni- Then, based-on-t:i ho~wledge -of -enemy- orfrit-ely.-dis-

-s-f-aons in- the -damage arda _ Ihe vou-ld make -his- post ike
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Ap- erdix -C

:ESSIMTES -OF THE SIGNIFICANCE AND FREQUENCY
OF MULTIPLE INJURIES

4 ~The casluat producing- -envttonments resu~tfing from- a nuclear-

explon -ed ooverlap to -vatyn -degrees, d&_,end ing -on- -the

-yield- and& -other factors associ -ated with target and epomn

f ~~conditions. The mature -of caulieVil vary -- dai

descript-Ion- of fatalities- and- anjuries -result ing fmrom a -nuclear-

explosion-& an show -the inf-luence mof -nuclear radIation-, -thermal-

-rad-iati-oki antd _blast -with -its 1related -primary: andisecondary re-

sponses.- A, continuum--of -possIble- ;humnrsossfo ntn

f atalityaclose: -to the detonatio -to -minor injur at -distant l-oca-

-~tions results ifrom -single -toxzmult-p-le -ef fects-epsrs

Operationlvfly, =target analys ts -tend- -to- _think -fterms- -of

-weapon- yiels andteffects Ethat zeither -produce aimmilitarily s uIgaii

cant -number o6f -casualties in- enemy -units or -otherwi saify an-

acceptabbe safety-criteria f-or frIendlyv forces-. Ifi the former

case, -the cocetof destroyn or:_ nutralizing- a s9pecific tatget

-Is- also -related -to- del~ivery- ad a- statist-icalI assurance -of suceski.

'Mloreover,, the- prdiction- of eniemy -casualties- is -prInaril -based-

on-the 'den&If-Ication- of a- -siencereff ec-t and xhmn-e-7

sponse.- Thi ap-proach- to -the aiicLysis- is-confserv-ative andl fails:

I 4-to-suggest -the i-mpact on-the- -target -of additional injuries- arid-

T fatalitiesm dvlpdIn- oth e -e s-onse -modes- anidt by -other -nucled

I-.-



eIfects. Althoug -the effects of -nuclear wepn an extend- much-

f-ur-ther, in ans opeatonlusage -troop- f ety- criterkam p~rovides a-

stof operationally acceptaV-ble limiting&oniios

Between- t=he -casualty -and- safety criteri ae a -tange o n

-uisthat are n ot -well dgiedand th-at.. -when cons-deted- in

k aggregate, capsv possibly -have, a- significafiL influence i military-

~oerton.Thts range of inhjuries is- incurred- -by -people located-

In- various zones-, as indicated- in- Figure C-1. In- tIs- figure

T -tsonnel meetang -the casualty -criteri~a -are- in Zone- 1- -and- -those

mieeting -the sfe y- critetria ate in- Zoiies -~ and 5 Ekie~sn iii n

the intermed Late zones suffe -varying--_ - ees- -of icpctio.

The symbol-s- -used-- in Figure -1and en th scedng- fgre n

thsapendix. ae expained: inz Table _-C1.

Figure- -C~ 1-pertains. -only topersons %who- -were exposed n n

-warnedi at -the timfe =of -detonration,: similar -ifigures-cudb de-

velpe fo ersons i thrpsue. E eamplej -for persons

in -tanks -and- wared, -the dsaces -to -h~ the csaTesad-

isks- would ext-end wld bereduced, -iuclear radikation woldre

ain -the s-ign0fricant -nuclear-effect -lot 1-6Wl -yiel ds, - but -blast

eff ects- woulYd ireplace -therma - eff erts ko -the hger i-ls
Figure -Cm1 ilutrates _th tyeof iniform-tion-needed, a. -set -of

specI curves -could- -be -developed- for ohr-postures, The -curveb

preenttyicarettinshps howeverj ch-anges inwaon-design-

gcarjchan e sej~ -rtoiihUp_ -MoreQv-e-j -the -natixre-ofmltar:-

M-Agets- Is- such- -that -the ij .41-ation--ma -k best -rephedb

combinatin- -df -several _pbs~itbes.
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TABLEC01. LEGEND- KEY IFOR FIGURES 10 APPENDIXC

Theiiia- effects

2.5% incidence- df Ist -degree -bt~i

135% Incidence of _2hd: degree burni-

2SU -od ae
(3.8 5%Incidence -o. 2nd -degree bu st 31.8% ofboyae

-und-er sunner uniorms-

-2U~(41.6)" S 0A icidence--o _2nd degree W fs_ -to- -41.6% ofb bdy area

- undersummer mun iorms-

_BTast-=effects-

-ER,= _-i5 2 5/ incidence- ofardrum-t tupiigm

BMI% 5%. Ancidence, 6f idauate fiiiisis

510% Incidence .6fL~casuates- Tf-di ecealerativ Luring~

-a 76 f/ eIft

AF ~50% icie c -of- c sualtiesm lfroii lung corlap § s 4ue to-

-o7verpressure, at- 4m3 pjsi

loheib5oundaries

NR -niegiber 50 radQ

emrgency risk 150 t -ad, 2B-
Q5

F &-atal-ities 450- radj 2SU7 -- (31.8

-h -it-A
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Respnse may-be generalized.. -1-gure -C-1 suggests -five -zofes

tor -the inves tigatioh- of personnel- Ocasualtiesi- As- -stated above,

-within Zone- I are per-onne-who ha.ve -been- exposed -to -at leas- - the

operationha -casualty lIevel. Persoinel in- all -6hrzones do 1-not

meet this,-ctiteria; h-dWever, Zone 11-pe'rsonnel are- .-expected- top -be

~~fatalities -eventually v(within- 90 daYs)_. The people -within- Zone 3

do not become fatalitiles-generally, but -will be seriously inured.

The poptiqttion- In Zone 4 is based- -ont emergency tsk -criter i

These people- will receive a- few serisous injuriesj, -but -under ~reent

-nuclear Qverations- -po-liicy teshudeaniiitrlyefc-ve

-The -peope- in, Zone 5= Eire -exterior -to- -the areaz -n~fegl-igible- isk;

thyshould -experience -06ftly minor in0rie ad; -§IYdud contii -to-

-~~be -militaril06y -effective,

A pa ttern -of -resppses -to -the -nuclear -ef-fedts withii--Z-6ne- -I

s presefitedi -in greater-eali iur -. AJihog h oj

istructure d- -on- the -desimred m-lfitar casualty iAtiaohe

csalte- are- possi~~ The-other lat-aIty prq0ducng responss-

decelerative -tumbling- anfd- second- -degfie -burns on- greater th-an

31.8% ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ U oftebd-g ape ilocrbut are -subordinrated -to-

-the -nuclear radi a tion: xesp vonse. 6Yields- -below I RT ill -have- a-

-low incidence -of inj-u'~mther -than--nuclear radIation, -Howeverj

at yields grater -thai %10KT, lstad thra fft cnrut

to- the casualty- s tre8s i-n -the- zone.O inte-rest -to- planners wil

be -the -degree -to-which -the -blast anid thermal: i-juries will occur

and- -to -what -extent thi~s t 11 -be effec tive- in;'fut her -debriitatig-

-the Immediate transient I-ncapac:itatI-o- response frmnuc-lear-

- ~radat75-
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of -equal interest Is- -the- population- response in- -26-ne- -2--- _which-

-sdpitdin Figure Co-3- Here-fatal-nuclear radiat~hn-.1eve-s-

iin TM -.have be received, 121~ly :however, tage an_ tsdo=

-not cosdrthis populatio-n-as.=casualties in planningt curre At

-Operations -even- -though inc-apac'dati-on ix.the long ter w-illocr
H

fTi-this zone the-populatio wi-also--have a- reasonably- hIgh In-

-cidence of sublethal blast and- -thermal injuries. Mu-rtlip1e injuriLes

w~i ocu;however, rese-arc to d-ate hasnot been able to- satIs-
&actorily quantify -these -casualty.=modes. Response d-ta imNE-

-:uge§-ts Ethat -nuclear and -therma rxadiatIon-casualtswi b

emmrplace -for yiel~ds ove 1-Tadthat b ns injurs will-V als o

rcu f or -yields -over =10 KT. -Some -evidence from-4Hir-oshima, tobe
devloedshortly, also- suggest-s th-ut il inuiswilb

cmosoccurrence;* !however te seffe cts -on--miltary perfrmance

antd the acceleration -of -t he 1napactat-ion -process- are no nown.
Infformatkon -on- -the -nature- -of Injures an hua rsponse t n

~~~or~~~~ --ilil nuis ~~~Oititt o a-better und-_sadii=-f

-operat-konal capabiltIe.s of- --he --fiui-;ear weapos

V Surmivors -with-nuc-reaf- adratioi injure inZe3i~jha

ben ex e- to- a- radiatio dose between 15:ad 5 rd Mn

wil also- exhibit -thermnalijre tyed rae hnIK

Thra adbast injuries or thermal injuries- alone c-an lob

C encouffitered- at -yield$ greater thani -10 AT. The severity, anid-extent

o~f -these injuries -wiUT1-de-eiiehsia loads, rephi-eii

z -~~ poFlicies,- recupratiotztiiiie -and- lee -fcombat actiiy amoing

th e surviving-populatton; 1-if- 3 -shares -with- Zone 2m -th----neftainty

oE ffriian= -respo nse to- -subj Ehal ani -multiple -nuclear -Tir- es-
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In gone 4 . etw-n gii~ n-eetec risk IeeI- ii

cidence of -i_-t~~ s-ignHIfcant injuries -will- be low. The

popul-atio=tseipce toe -obteffective in spite of Tu-e .t

exposure. -Monftortng -of _this- population- after an- attack is-war"

ranted- f of poss-ie- moccurren ce- -of signif icant departures from- thez

normal safe -resP on- Inzcidence -of -nuisance -or debilitating- -in-

-t urestht ight ;have -been- -prevented- -through- training or -proced

due-ho -dbe x e-te -for-possible corrective action. Seled.

flmowup S-houl be -mainitained- for =detection- -of -possible _4ae&~

or Iong- term_ responses~

1ayof-econeit televant -to- Zone 4 -pertain- toz Zoffe 5-

ThisS---- p---Oin hul e ~iat xready-, With- -not -more ithan- 2L3/
of Shem sresse by nuiTs-ance vel injury.- Conf-irmat-ion of=hi

expectatiii' is artedl Ffor oth-- the -short and- -longtem Dtc

tion-o an - Ac'lvils -heeol andziprevention--of -needless csate

through traiinng0 a-4d ppocedures- shouldbeprud

-1. -Cross -S-ecqtio t tl2.5

ncidenc ra e of at i -is -and- injuries -shoul d- be f rher

developed- for a2l- -zones. -i-roshima- -casualty -data- provid-es- an- in-

-sight to the fregquec of x oc-neof -various- castualties In

-using -these -data dt s-houl~d b remembered -that -there are sexierill

signifficantt di-wfferen c es beitwee n- -the -data- and- expectations- for

-theater nuolear warfadre 9situationis. At Hiroshima, pesnnl er

-untrained- and- -unwarnfed. hffeIght of -burst -was- -optimized- forbas

-damage- Irv= -the-= Tvwv -pswre= x-eie and -the--nucleat radlatin was-

j ~~lessz Inteie thaan ha atipated- from-modern tcia waos

P - --



As shown- mii gtie: C__4, aalties- -exhibit a 50P/ -.occurece

at approxiiate 450= -ads. -Fatalities as used in -these _data -are
base on fiuispti fg 'ijured- -personnel. This include-boh io

mediate -ftai teI-atidl al -persons who- -succumbed: wk-thiii§=90ay
of te atacki -is deiitotherefore, corres~s -the

aggregat :-ifr- -casiaa-w-ti*-esin -Zone 1 and Zone 2 of Fgute C 1

Personinel unwarned- -and-exposed- are- vulnerable -to- a- highm in

cidence =of- .thermalI Injury. -Segmentation of data-_into severe_

blstsver nuclar r d':ation, and- severe -thermal Injuris ro

-vides some- additio-jnali -okreIat-ion -to- -the -nature and Ifrequn-of

injuries- -afiofig ith surVi-VIng- populAtin Table -C:2z ws suc a-

segmnentatiTon. Theg Hirlo shima- ~co sect-kon -data provides dd~d,

insight Into-thenature nof -injuries among- suvvn ersonnel

TIgure -Co 5 considers sutviving- injured -personne. The -thre-e

c-ass~fticatAion3 - nj ury, nula- lsad-hermal- -ave- -eM

fur-the r segiintd to-idkt severe inuries as at sbclass fr

each.- The ocurneof -miutiple -injuries is -prevalIent as is
evi~enced btefat hat -the sum- -of i nd ividu alinjre n s

cases s greter tan -h total, Intuition--cofirms tisori

the ;pp-;in sin- an -exposed posture, all -he ula fet
are cptnia ~-sat -rouig-mechanisms.

Becausem -of zd e fide - inw e a p oq de si1gn -and- height-of- uv
radikati-ol doe ~'tan -es- -for -Hiroshima- -cannot -be -die_1 c
Lated wVith- th& Tbifo niiat-on- -given- In- Appendices- -A a-niidB :- 'Reji7it's
an& -conclus-iobnm am of= a- -gener al-natureony

Is
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The occurrence of various types of multiple injury was tabu-

lated from an analysis of the Hiroshima data.8 The inability of

the analysis to account, in Table C-3, 4 or a significant fraction-

of the injuries at certain ranges points up the tentative nature

of the analysis. The most common occurrence of -multiple injuries

to persons in Lhe open was thermal and nuclear radiation injuries.

Bear in mind that injured, as used here, does not include eventual

fatalities. Lack of a significant occurrence of multiple injuries

including severe blast appears to result from the greate atality

rate among-this group because of the additional -thermal or nuclear

radiation exposure.

2. Influence of Protection Posture

Data is also available from the Hiroshima cross section for

injuries and- fatalities to various segments of the population

found within a protective structure. The most protective posture

exhibited in the data is for seismic reinforced concrete buildings.

This protection approximates the blast protection of military

tanks. I allowances in the Hiroshima data are made for differ-

ences in nuclear radiation sources and transmission factors, the

effects of nuclear radiation should be comparable to the :ase of

modern weapons and the protection afforded by-tanks. The influence

of this protective posture is to decrease the incidence of casual-

ties at a given distance, as shown by the comparison of Figures

C-4 and 0-6. -Blast and nuclear radiation become the dominant

casualty producing mechanism- and as shown in Table C-4, multiple

injuries occur as a combination of moderate blast injuries with

84
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either moderate or severe levels of nuclear injury. The absence

of multiple injuries that include severe blast injuries suggests

that, when severe blast is associated with either a moderate or

severe nuclear radiation injury, the results are fatal. This

latter conclusion is supported by an observed-high first day

fatality rate of 70% for the total population.

3. Conclusions

The nature and occurrence of multiple exposures to nuclear

effects is sufficient to warrant -ahigh priority to the collection

of these data in the event of nuclear combat. Two levels of

interest are specified. First, for operationally defined casual-

ties there is a need to understand the occurrence of various

casualties and the synergistic effects of two or more injuries.

This will be useful to understanding target defeat criteria and

to a possible redefinition of nuclear targeting procedures.

Second, it is clear that between the military sure kill and

sure safe criteria there is a wide range of possible injuries.

These casualties will influence the utility of the concept of

bonus damage. Moreover, with respect to friendly forces, a

better understanding of these injuries will assist in an under-

standing of short-term combat capabilities, unit replacement

policies, and hospital loads.
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